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Artistic Statement
Since 1986, I have been constructing viewer-participant works, most of which are focused in the arena of perception and
physical interaction. Usually composed of a dialogue of sight and sound, the works involve iconic imagery and
universal concepts. Directly using the audience as an integrated part of the art works, the pieces has the ability to
become a valid part of the world, similar to architecture. By becoming a functional rather than an ambiguous reality, the
works have the ability to close the gap between the art world and the general public.
In our world, we are constantly bombarded by an array of layered sounds. Never the less, ones auditory working
memory has the capability to filter out important stimuli, permitting one to focus within ourselves amidst chaos.
Similarly, by filtering out the noise of the world and just allowing the viewer to hear the basic components of sound, the
viewer can enter into another world of imagination, creativity and inner calm. Only metaphysically does silence exist.
As even in a sound proof chamber, there exists the sound of a heartbeat.
In the purest form, sound seemed to intangible to incorporate into my art works. Thus, I concentrated solely on
constructing resonant structures. Soon, I realized that within every volumetric sound reflection cavity, such as a 12’L x
3.5” D PVC pipe or an 18’ D latex weather balloon, there exists a characteristic resonant tone. At this point, I became
interested in amplifying these naturally occurring tones, and begin to fabricate a condenser microphone from a series of
electronic components. I designed the mike to be more sensitive than conventional mikes, not only capable of detecting
sound waves within the human range of audition, but also far below the threshold of hearing.
The first substantial usage of the condenser mike was the suspension inside of a 12W’x 3.5” D PVC pipe that was
floating in a foam /latex harness suspended between two chairs. The design of the piece allowed the viewer to hear the
unique pitch of that pipe. It also allows them to hear themselves breath, hear the different pitches of the flooring as
participants walked across the surface of the floor the chairs were sitting
on and even the traffic passing outside of the building.
The second project was a real-time video-sound installation called PASSAGE. It exhibited at the Delaware Center for
Contemporary Art. PASSAGE incorporated the viewer participant by the usage of a suspended audio chair that was
laced with both piezo flat mikes and condenser microphones. The mikes revealed the ambient sounds within the chairs
structural framework, the sounds of the mobile chains that suspended the chair, and the sounds of the viewer as they
breathed, spoke or moved across the chairs surface. Rather than creating purely aesthetic objects, I am primarily
interested in artistically creating an opportunity for the viewer to have an interactive, sensory experience. For Example
PASSAGE blurs the line between reality and the illusionary, as the real-time sound of the suspended audio chair
perceptually evokes the participant to become incorporated into the synchronized video imagery.
Sound travels physically in waves that are invisible to the human eye. I poetically think of myself as a cavity for
resonation of pure energy with the potential to focus this energy back into the world. As a performer I can use my body
as a resonator; a material and a vehicle of expression and communication. I began to realize that I could convey a very
strong message using a more contemporary format quite different that traditional theatrics. Through the usage of audiovisual technology (lasers, condenser mikes, and computer imagery) and elements of the earth (water, sand and fire), I
can communicate to the audience even in my silence.
In my work, I am interested in striving to talk about the deeper truths that are somehow deleted in a world built on chaos
and illusions. As I have looked inside of myself to find the truth, I have also found a very powerful dialogue with
others. I believe that within honesty exists the real power, which allows personal freedom to exist and flourish. Only in
truth and freedom does creativity expand and visions erupt.

Media

Vivant (Newark, Delaware)

“Local artist sets fire to the status quo”
by Sharon O’Neal, Editor in Chief

“… When Whittaker talks about her art, which consists of multimedia works involving sound and
electronics, and frequently her own performance, it’s obvious she’s not following anything but her
bliss. ‘My work is probably the most addicting thing I do,’ she says. …Yet Whittaker … knows bliss
isn’t a part of everyone’s life; it’s not surprising, then, that challenging the status quo and making a
difference in peoples’ lives emerges as her driving force.
‘ It’s about… doing something positive,’ says Whittaker. ‘You give people this whole different
world.’ … Undoubtedly, questioning and taking risks for a fundamental aspect of Whittaker’s
philosophy about art and why she makes it. As she explains it, ‘There are so many people who are so
safe – and they’re so dead.’
As long as she maintains her philosophy in life and work, Whittaker believes, she will remain
focused. But if she ever finds herself making little figurative sculptures one day, she’ll know ‘there’s
something wrong’. ”

Leslie Lohman Foundation Archives (Soho, New York City)

“Vulva vision”
By Wayne Snellen
“…Christine Whittaker’s sculpture, dedicated to her brother, has the ambition of a true monument.
Solid, impenetrable, yet insightful, using both old and new technology, it lays open the whole realm
of AIDS and our seeming inability to overcome the power of government and community
hostility…”
Vivant (Newark, Delaware)

“From 7-Eleven to execution: 5 artistic views”
By J Mattew O’Donnell, Staff Reporter
“A huge wooden metallic airplane stands in the corner of the room. … Christine Whitaker, a sculptor,
constructed ‘Flight’, a large recreation of a paper airplane. A nearby computer monitor displays
various angles, sizes and perspectives of the work.
Many visitors pick up the free paper airplanes offered at her display.”
The Kansas City Star (Kansas City, Missouri)

“To light up the imagination”
By Wilfredo Lee
“Christine Whittaker … has been working with the Grucci family, which did the fireworks display for
the Spirit Festival.”

II. A r t i s t’s F o l i o
Ideas & Images

A. Installations: Viewer Sensory/Interactive
B. Special Projects: Viewer Interactive
C. Performance Works
D. Multi-Media Sculpture: Viewer Interactive Projects

E. Industry Projects

A.

Installations
Viewer Sensory / Interactive
Passage: Induces slowdown of brainwaves
Flight
Time
Fire and Water
Silence
Pinwheel Construction

Installation: Passage - Side view of viewer-participant in motion

Installation: Passage

Laurie Anderson invited me to develop ideas for the
“Real World Barcelona” project she was developing
together with Peter Gabriel and Brian Eno, an
experiential theme park. “Passage” originated from
one of those ideas as a prototype.
“Passage” is comprised of a suspended audio chair, a
sound amplification system and two video monitors.
The video that plays on the monitors runs at two
different frequency rates. The audio swing is built to
detect sound at –65 decibels.
The rate of the video imagery combined with the
swing motion created a sense of calm with the
participant.
Through research and notes obtained from 200
participants from the Delaware center of
Contemporary Art and State University of New
York, Fredonia, “Passage” utilizes auditory, physical
and visual sensory inputs to take the participant from
one state of brain wave patterns to another (from
Beta to the Alpha – Theta).
“Passage” had the same effect whether participants
were at the younger or older end of the age range
from three to 76 years. Some viewers experienced an
array of creative visions unrelated to the imagery on
the video monitors, which would suggest that they
had entered into a Theta state of consciousness.
Theta is the only synchronized brainwave pattern and
is linked to creative thinking.
If you would like to more about the “Passage”
project, please request “Passage – From one state of
consciousness to another”. The book details every
aspect of “Passage” and the perceptual experience of
the viewer-participants. Also available upon request
is “Real World Barcelona.” The book details the nine
proposals I submitted to Laurie Anderson and Peter
Gabriel for their interactive theme park project

Passage: The text posted in the Installation and various versions
“Passage” used auditory and visual input to slow down viewer-participants’ brainwaves from the Beta to the Alpha–Theta
range. Participants’ feedback was combined with theories in neurological science to try to explain the process, described in
the “Passage Folio” (available upon request). Later, more advanced versions are outlined in “Passage: audio-visual
versions I – V” (also available upon request.)
The original text listed below was posted inside the “Passage” installation.
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PASSAGE
“Passage is a real-time 10 cu. Ft. sound/video installation. “Passage” provides a multi-sensory experience for the
viewer-participant. “Passage” utilizes the real time sound of the participant and his/her environment. Real time
sound combined with video imagery helps integrate the viewer-participant into an alternant reality.
The suspended audio chair was laced with both piezo flat and condenser microphones. The piezo flat mikes and
contact mikes are connected to the surface of the chair, they reveal the surface resonance as the chair swings and the
participant moves. The condenser mikes are suspended within the chairs steel framework. Conventional mikes are
not only capable of detecting the wide range of pitches audible to humans (above 0 decibels), but also those far
below the threshold of hearing (above –65 decibels).
As every volumetric cavity has a characteristic, natural occurring pitch, I believe that silence does not exist; it is
only that we lack the ability to hear all sounds. Thus, I fabricated mikes that reveal the amazing, mysterious sounds
that people usually perceive as non-existent, in order to allow them to become aware of the beauty of ‘silence’. The
condenser mikes reveal a live matrix of ever changing sound: consisting of the interaction characteristic pitches of
the chair’s resonant structural tubing and the minute sounds in its surrounding environment radiating even beyond
the walls of the installation room. In a moment of stillness, the listener hears the prevailing tones arising from the
internal space of the chairs structural tubing. Combined, the mikes monitor all live sounds of the occupant in the
chair, the sounds of the mobile steel chains that suspended the chair, and the voices of others in adjoining rooms.
These sounds are amplified and transmitted through a set of headphones that are worn by the participant.
Emphasis is given to the seat of the chair, as it is painted white, to symbolize purity. Sitting in the chair, the
participant faces two 25” video monitors that are positioned 4.5’ apart to provide the imagery in the participant’s
peripheral vision. The monitor stands and their substructures are painted black to avoid any visual interruption of
the video image.
The video begins with a slow-motion sequence of black hawks flying behind trees whose branches are interwoven
against a vivid, blue sky. The main, recurrent imagery in “Passage” is of six-year-old Jenny Moore, guiding the
viewer on a journey through the woods. A picture drawn by Jenny of the site encountered during the walk is located
on the floor between the monitors. Each time the child turns around to invite the viewer into her amazing world of
imagination and wonder, the video image abruptly changes into a slow-motion waterfall or another nature sequence.
The viewer now has a heightened sensitivity not only to detect the minutest increments of movement, but also to
become aware of the ‘still’ in between, such as the momentary suspension of water as it falls through the air.
“Passage” through the use of video and real time sound attempts to blur the lines between what is considered reality
and the realm of superlative reality. To me, the word “Passage” is about being able to pass out of the normal
experience into a heightened awareness that would allow one to acquire insights on the truth, wisdom, and freedom.
“Passage” is especially dedicated to Jenny who constantly amazes me with her imagination and ability to see the
beauty in the moment, and for also reminding me to be grateful for the gift of creativity.

Passage: Front view of viewer-participant

This photograph shows a viewer- participant, the
audio chair, chair suspension chains and audio
headset, rear view of the video monitors, video deck
and video monitor stands.

As the viewer swung in the audio chair looking
forward into the monitors, they became physically
and auditor ally integrated into “Passage”. I
discovered through research that slower moving video
frequency induced a slowdown of the brainwave in
participants. I also found that participants
experienced a “peaceful sensation” and perceived a
“lapse in time.”

Installation: Passage - Rear view of the audio chair

This photograph demonstrates a view of “Passage”
from the rear, showing a participant wearing
headphones and listening to the ambient sounds of
the environment while swinging in the audio chair
and looking into the monitors. A video image of
water was playing on the monitors. The video
imagery also includes images of a walking child;
plants, birds’ trees and a 1950’s playground swing
set.

The audio chair picked up and amplified real time
sound. Building the audio chair, I designed and
built four condenser microphones to detect low
intensity ambient sounds at -65 decibels. The
condenser mikes were located inside the chair
tubing. Flat microphones were attached to the back
of the chair to amplify surface sounds made by the
participant.

Installation: Passage paralleled video storyboard and it’s effects on the viewer

Depicted is the storyboard
played by the monitors in
a paralleled format.
Simultaneously watching
these iconic images
prompted other related
imagery in the viewer’s
perception. Through
viewer feedback, I found
that the images they
perceived often weren’t
actually played on the
monitors.

Passage paralleled video storyboard

Passage paralleled video storyboard

“Flight” was a 35’ sq. cu. Ft. Multimedia installation that was composed
of a 16 ft. wooden lath airplane
(raised on a steel stand), two video
monitors, and a 4.5’ acrylic
stand/steel gun rack loaded with 100
+ paper airplanes displaying the text
“TO BE FREE”.
The two video monitors played
synchronized video images. The 16
ft. lath plane was constructed in four
sections. The sections were made of
1/8” H x 1 ½” W wooden strips (pop
riveted together) and hardware
fabricated of sheet metal.
A harness was attached to the plane
at its balance point. The harness
allowed the plane to pivot vertically
and move delicately. The harness
locked into slots on the 10 Cu. Ft.
trapezoidal (tubular steel) base. The
plane is fully pivotal but was cabled
at an angle for safety reasons.

Installation: Flight - view of the entire Installation

Installation: Flight

Installation: Flight Installation Details

Installation: Flight details of definition and plane support balance point

Installation: Flight video storyboard
The video imagery consisted of the definition of the word “Flight” (as defined in
Webster’s dictionary), CAD animation and Canadian geese. The photograph series of
the video monitor shows a CAD animation of the 16 ft. lath airplane.

Installation: Flight detail of the gun rack, pistol and bullets suspended in acrylic and paper airplanes

The cast acrylic block, located at the top of the gun rack, suspended the cocked
.22 caliber handgun, five bullets and a scrap of paper marked May 22, 1992. The
cocked handgun was angled in the acrylic block, with the barrel pointed towards
the top of the block. The contents of the acrylic block were only visible from the
top, surprising the viewer as they passed. The lower part of the cage contained
paper airplanes marked “TO BE FREE ”, which were left for viewers to take.

Installation: Time details of the spinning figure, digital clock and video in motion.
“Time” was a 6’Hx 10’Wx 10’D multi-media sound installation composed of two video
monitors, a digital clock, a 7’ welded steel figure (lined internally with 280 strobe lights);
and for sound a cello, a viola, a violin and Javanese bells (recorded with a sampler using a
vocalizer).
The photographs detail video monitors and the spinning strobe figure. The figure had 280
lights that strobe at a synchronized rhythm/rate with the flashing monitors. As the figure
spun in the center of the room, the video monitors played the images of trees falling and
rising. The digital clock (located in the front of the figure) repeatedly displayed 0 to 60.
The pre-recorded audio soundtrack filled the room with altered and layered sounds of
Javanese bells, cello, violin and viola.

Installation: Time

The Photographs show the rotating figure and the digital clock that was positioned in the center of
the installation. The clock ran from 0-60 continuously.

Video: Falling trees

Video: Rising trees

The video imagery that played on the monitors was recorded vertically rather than
horizontally. The combination of the slow-moving vertical video imagery (of trees falling or
rising) and the spinning horizontal figure elucidated the idea of being “suspended in time”.

An installation composed of three 5’Wx 7’H hanging paintings with cages entitles “Trust” (cast in Aluminum),
“Faith” (recorded holographic ally) and “Durability” (etched in glass). Each of the words was a component of
the cage structures. Each cage served the dual purpose of being both an exhibition element and a protective
transport housing for the painting that it was displayed in front of. The “Faith” and “Durability” cages were
solid units. The “Trust” cage disassembled into two parts, separating the cast word “Trust” from the structure.

Installation: Fire and Water

In the center of the floor was 1,000 lbs. of broken
glass forming a 10’ isosceles triangle. Above the
glass triangle a 7’ wood/steel spear was suspended.
Positioned next to the 1000 lb. Glass triangle was a
4’W x 5’L triangle, steel cart etched with the word
“Passage”.

Installation: Fire and Water - Details of the triangular cart and 1,000 lb. isosceles glass triangle

Pictured is the west side of the installation and
the “Trust” and “Durability” paintings and
cages.

These are the 1,000 lbs. broken glass 10’
isosceles triangle and the 4’W x 5’L triangular
steel cart etched with the word “Passage”.

Installation: Fire and Water – The “Trust” painting and cage

Details of the painting, cage and the word
“Trust” indented in the aluminum cast.

Installation: Fire and Water - The “Faith” painting and copper holograph cage

Installation: Fire and Water - Details of the holographic cage and “Faith” painting

The “Faith” cage contained hologram letters that spelled
“Faith.” Being holograms, they appeared to float 4” above
the surface of the glass. The “A” hologram is pictured
here above a detail of the painting.

Installation: Fire and Water - The Durability painting and cage

Installation: Fire and Water - Details of the durability cage and painting

This is a photograph of the “Durability” cage that
contained five layers of fractured glass enclosed
by two pieces of unbroken glass.
The 7’ wood/steel spear was aimed from the
ceiling towards the fracture point of the
“Durability” cage, the spelling signifies the
eternal vigor of faith, which the spear is
incapable of destroying. The letters “I” and “B”
were therefore rotated 180 °.

Installation: Silence
“Silence” was the first sound sculpture
installation to be exhibited at The
Delaware Center for Contemporary Art
in the summer of 1990. “Silence” was a
proposal for a temporary large-scale
environmental sound sculpture.
The installation simulated two proposed
environmental sound spaces within
coastal and stream landscapes. A 5’W x
12’L graphite drawing of a coastal
landscape installation combined with the
audio tapes helped create a clear visual
image of the proposed sound sculptures
with viewer-participants. A bench was
also provided for the participants who
spent longer time in the space.
Many viewer-participants said that
the installation made them “feel
calm.” Others said that they felt had
also “physically experienced a drop in
room temperature”.
The text printed in blue on the next
page was posted on a pedestal inside
the “Silence” installation for viewers.
The installation was up for six weeks.
During that time, about 600 copies of
the proposal were taken.

Installation: Silence - The text below was posted on a pedestal inside the “Silence” installation for viewers
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SILENCE
(A Sound Resonant Cavity Sculpture)
Models and Proposal for Temporary Outdoor Sculpture Installation
“Silence” is a sound-generated sculpture that designed to be placed in either a rural or river
environment. The sculpture is composed of five to seven, 57°- triangle components, each
fabricated of carbon steel structural square tubing. The linear, external structure of the
sculpture represents a geographical form that cuts through a metamorphic environment and
opposes its contour. Thus, this form can be altered depending on the chosen geographic
location (as indicated in the models).
Within each structure exist a volumetric sound refraction cavity, where sound waves are
constantly and freely resonating. The longer the structural components the lower the pitch, the
shorter the beams the higher the pitch. In other words, a graduation of pitch occurs as the
beams gradually lengthen.
Each structure is different in size and thus, produces a unique pitch. According to its size, each
beam will be placed to visually suggest a slight, linear inclination of the beams through space.
In addition, a relatively small section of each beam will be removed to allow for interior pitch.
Thus, a live matrix of ever changing sounds is created within the beam. In order to pick up
these sound waves, a sound transducer is placed within each component. The sound transducer
then converts sound waves into a series of corresponding electrical voltages, which are
amplified, modified and then reconverted into audible sound waves through a speaker system.
If the sound sculpture was constructed a viewer-participant shelter would be built to both
showcase the most prominent view of the sculpture and allow for amplification of the matrix of
sound produced in the sculpture. The combination seeing the sculpture and listening to ever
changing sound would be a phenomenal experience. Therefore, the Silence models and sound
system are constructed in a way that the viewer can perceptually imagine this experience. It is
an interesting idea that one might be able to both perceptually traverse such landmasses and
collapse space.
“Silence” is a metaphor for “the absolute calm”. The sculpture is based on wind patterns in
nature, the idea of constant change, and how a matrix of natural and controlled sound can
redefine the viewer’s perception in time and space.

Installation: Silence - Detail of one of the “Silence tubes”

“Silence” simulated two proposed environmental sound sculptures.
The installation consisted of two 4.5’H x 3’W x 6’D models of
coastal and stream environments, a 5’ H x 12’ W graphite drawing
of the coastal landscape, ocean and stream sound recordings from
these environments and a bench to sit on.
The white triangular sound structures or “Silence tubes” were
composed of two pieces of square tubing converted at a 57° angle.
Of the “Silence tubes”, five were represented on the ocean landscape
and seven on the river landscape.
Ambient sound occurred within each of the proposed “Silence
tubes”. The pitch of the sounds depended on the internal dimensions
of the “Silence tube”. Their sizes were varied so that each structure
would produce a different pitch. A section of the “Silence tubes”
would be removed to allow for pitch alterations with the interactions
of ever-changing wind patterns in the environment.

Installation: Silence - The 5’H x 12’W Oceans cape drawing

The drawing photographed above represents an example of what the viewers might see from the
proposed architectural housing site.
The installation, the 5’H x 12’W oceans cape drawing, the rivers cape and oceans cape models, and
prerecorded river and ocean environment sounds helped create a visual image of the proposed sound
sculpture with viewer-participants.
“Silence” reveals and makes audible the natural occurrence of ambient sound and ever-changing sounds
in nature, sounds that would normally elude the observer.

Installation: Silence - The model of Oceans cape 1” = 20,000 sq. ft.

Installation: Silence - Detail of Oceans cape model and explanation of how the sound tubes would work

Close-up example of how the sound tubes
would look to the viewer and also how they
would cut an architectural line through the
metamorphic landscape.

How the sculpture interacts with the
environment:
A relatively small section of each “Silence
tube” would be removed to allow for external
wind currents and water sounds to enter,
leaving the interior ambient and exterior
environmental sounds to be combined. As the
wind currents changed, the sounds within a
“Silence tube” would be altered.
A solar powered sound transducer would be
attached to the interior of each “Silence tube”
in order to pick up the sounds which would
then be transmitted to another location where
they would be amplified. An architectural
structure would be built on location where
viewer-participants could auditor ally
experience the matrix of sound that “Silence”
produced. From this location, participants
could also view the sculpture as a whole as it
would cut an architectural line through a
metamorphic landscape.

This view shows how the sculpture would
also reflect off the water and appear to be
double in scale. Ultimately the sculpture
would appear to be a series of large
equilateral triangles tapping into the
environment.

Installation: Silence - Model of rivers cape

Installation: Silence - Details view of rivers cape model

Close up of the rivers cape model from the opposite
direction.

An individual pipe tapping into the center
of the river basin.

Installation: Silence - Top view of room and explanation of audio amplification

Ocean sound projection area.

Detail of the sound system:
The top deck played a looped layered
river sound recording that was
amplified in the right half of the room.
The lower deck and layered ocean
sound recording was amplified in the
left half of the room.

The lower two units are audio
amplifiers that were attached to the
speakers that outlined the room’s
perimeter.

Focal point of
projected sound.

River sound projection area.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness” First half of the project space 7 concepts

Several architects from Seville, Spain, I met at the Art Research Center in Kansas City funded me to develop a one-person
multi-media exhibition, “A World Translucent To Our Likeness”. The Art Research Center was 16’H x 40’W x 100’L. I
divided the center in half (20’W x 100’L), exhibiting the “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” in one section and seven
proposals for sculpture works in the other. The “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” was a 2,000 sq. ft. participatory,
kinetic sound installation. The seven proposed sculpture works were each represented in writing, a series of three
blueprints, models and samples of proposed materials.

The written proposals and blueprints defined in detail the physical, mechanical and environmental aspects of each sculpture.
The “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” description listed below was posted inside the 2,000 sq. ft. installation. Walking
through the installation, some of the participants compared their experience to “Being at the ocean” and “Walking through an
impressionist painting” or called it “A relaxing and joyful experience”. The “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” induced a
slowdown of brainwaves, causing participants to experience a relaxed, meditative state, and a cognitive lapse in time.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness” Second half of the project space “Fluorescent Pinwheel
Construction”

This photograph best
demonstrates what
the model is trying to
outline, namely, how
the fans moved the
tapes and pinwheels.
The photograph was
taken from the inside
of the installation,
looking up into the
4’H x 4’W box fans
and the 4’ BLB 40
black light. The grill
guards on the fans
were covered with
hundreds of
fluorescent
construction tapes.
Pinwheels were
attached to the front
of the 2’D x 4’Ws
boards. As the box
fans were activated,
the tapes and
pinwheels spun.
This experience was
momentarily
interrupted when the
egg strobe light
flashed, which was
every seven seconds.
The flashes revealed
the installation
infrastructure.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness” Second half of the project space “Fluorescent Pinwheel
Construction”

The pinwheels were
fabricated from nonfluorescent material.
However, fluorescent
dots were attached to
its fins.
When the pinwheels
spun, the fluorescent
dots were the only
visible elements. As
an end result, when
the pinwheels spun
there appeared to be
moving and glowing
circles.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness” Second half of the project space “Fluorescent Pinwheel
Construction”- Time based photograph of a viewer-participant interacting with the installation

The space, lit only by
ultra violet black light,
became a rich pattern of
moving colors and
sounds that perceptually
integrated the viewer as
they walked through it.
This is a time-lapse
photograph of a viewerparticipant walking
through the installation.
Some participants
described their
experience as “Being at
the Ocean”, “Walking
through an impressionist
painting” or “A relaxing
and joyful experience”.
The “Fluorescent
Pinwheel Construction”
induced a slower moving
brainwave causing
participants to
experience a relaxed,
meditative state and a
cognitive lapse in time.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness” Second half of the project space “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction”. Several views of the installation

This text was part of the original installation
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Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction
Temporary Interior Sculpture Installation
“Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” is a 12’H x 15’W x 100’L. This is an interactive
light installation that is designed for a non-light interior space.
This installation consists of ten 2’D x 4’Ws boards stripped with a fluorescent based
paint, a hundred 10” pinwheels (fins tipped with fluorescent adhesive dots), two 4’H x
4’W box fans, and several hundred feet of fluorescent tape. The dotted pinwheels are
attached to the painted 2’D x 4’Ws boards. The box fans have hundreds of rolls of
fluorescent construction tape attached to the fan grill guards. Located in the center of the
installation are a pair of egg strobe lights that flash every seven seconds. Meanwhile, a
synthesized audiotape plays inside the installation.
The “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” works with the principles of ultra-violet light
and its interaction with fluorescence. In complete darkness, the ultra violet lights are
activated which light up the fluorescent construction tape, the 2’D x 4’Ws boards and the
attached pinwheels. As the fans start spinning, the tape attached to the grill guards start
to move and whip in space. Wind generated by the box fans spin the pinwheels and
circular glow patterns are created. These fluorescent visual activities are accompanied
by an audiotape. At this point, the installation becomes a rich pattern of moving color
and sound. Walking through the installation the viewer becomes physically, visually and
audit orally integrated. This experience is temporarily interrupted every seven seconds
by the flashing egg strobe lights revealing the true infrastructure of the installation.
The installation is a viewer timed-based interaction piece, once they have experienced
the piece in that, a combination of the flashing egg strobes and moving fluorescent
colors induce a slower moving brainwave for the viewer-participants “feel relaxed and
experience a cognitive lapse in time”.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” concept

“A World Translucent to Our Likeness” was a one-person show that involved a 4,000 sq. ft. surface of the Kansas City Art Research
Center. The exhibition space was divided between a 2,000 sq. ft. participatory, kinetic sound installation -- the “Fluorescent Pinwheel
Construction”-- and a 2,000 sq. ft. area with seven large-scale sculpture proposals. The sculpture proposals (not shown here) were
represented in drawings, models and written format. The photograph above represented the “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction.”
Displayed were a description of the project, its mechanical, color and electrical blueprints, sample materials and dies to be used for the
pinwheel and the model for the installation.

Pictured here are the pinwheel die and raw
material to be used for pinwheels.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” concept
Pinwheel Construction - Mechanical blueprint.

Pinwheel Construction - Color schematic
blueprint.

Pinwheel Construction - Electrical and
Operational detailed blueprint.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Fluorescent Pinwheel Construction” - Detail of model

The model demonstrates
how the “Fluorescent
Pinwheel Construction”
works.
The installation was then
fully constructed in half
of the exhibition space.
Building the installation
gave the viewer a chance
to experience one of the
proposed sculptures and
served as a selling device
for other proposals.

The installation consisted
of ten 2’D x 4’Ws boards,
striped with fluorescent
based paint, a hundred and
ten pinwheels (fins tipped
with fluorescent adhesive
dots), two 4’H x 4’W box
fans and florescent tape, a
BLB 40 Black light and
two egg strobe lights
accompanied by a
computer generated sound
tape.

This text was part of the original installation
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Balloon Sound Wave Installation
(Airwaves of Sound)
Proposal for Temporary Interior Placement
“Balloon Sound Wave Installation” is a sound sculpture to be placed in an
interior space (controlled environmental light) 27’6”H x 36’W x 63’9”L. The
sculpture is comprised of five 18’ diameter latex balloons, each inflated to a
different dimension, inside each balloon is placed a sound transducer (sound
microphone), which is activated when a viewer touches the balloon and starts
sound waves. The sound is then carried through a speaker system (suspended
from the ceiling) and reintroduced back into the environment. Above the
speakers six projectors are mounted to generate visual images of color on and
through the balloons.
The environment has little to no lighting. The balloons are mounted on foam
under understructures where sound transducers are inserted to the base of each
balloon. The balloons are placed so that the viewer passes by and touches the
surface of the balloon, sound waves are generated which are picked up through
the sound transducers (a sound which is similar to a synthesizer scale).
Depending on the diameter of the balloon, the pitch is higher or lower, so each
balloon creates its own sound pitch (due to the vibrations of the sound waves).
These myriad synthesized sounds are transferred back into the environment
through the speaker system. At the same time, the projectors are synchronized
to go off in order of 1 to 6, each of which is fully loaded with 36 solid color
images. The images cascade across the surfaces of and through the balloons
An environment full of sound and sight is created, and consistently is changing
with the interaction of the participant. Out of any context of the ordinary a
“dream state” would be created.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Balloon Sound wave Installation” concept

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Balloon sound wave Installation” concept
Balloon Sound wave installation - Mechanical
blueprint.

Balloon Sound wave installation - Color
schematic blueprint.

Balloon Sound wave installation - Electrical
and operational detail blueprint. The
blueprint demonstrates sound waves
refracting off the interior of the balloon
surfaces.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Balloon sound wave Installation”
Concept detail of slide projections on balloon surface and sound system

This text was part of the original installation
Chaco Canyon was originally designed as a memorial for 98 passengers that perished as a result of a
planed crash in Iowa City, Iowa. In the memorial the individual pipes were a physical representation of
an individuals life, thus the memorial contained 98 pipes. Being that each pipes was a different length
each had a unique pitch that pitch was altered as it interacted with the wind currents in the environment.
Chaco Canyon was named after the oldest Indian kiva in North America constructed by the Anasazi
Indian tribe in 1100 A.D.
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Chaco Canyon (Sound Pipes)
Proposal for Temporary Sculpture Exterior Placement

“Chaco Canyon” is a sound sculpture to be placed in a public environment, to be
assembled on a concrete base. The structure would occupy a 12’H x 24’W x 24’ L
square area. The pipes mounted at the top of the steel support structures are miked
with sound transducers to monitor and regenerate sound. The sound would be
preamplifier and amplified in an area beyond the sculpture parameter.
Wind current runs through the pipes creates sound. The range of sizes in the pipes
allows for a range of sounds depending on each pipes length. The sound picked up
by the pipes is amplified through the center structure. A vivid range of pitch and
environmental sound is redefined through the 98 pipes. The center prism structure
(a stainless steel speaker encasement) harnesses the speaker and light systems. The
upper Plexiglas prism is lighted through the bottom to light the thick colored cables
wrapped around the interior of the smaller prism. The sculpture is about how sound
can reinterpret our perception of space, and the idea of constant change within
sound.
The sculpture would resonate sound day and night; at night the inner Plexiglas
structure would be lighted through beams of light from the bottom area.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Chaco Canyon Sound pipes” concept

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Chaco Canyon sound pipes”- concept
Chaco Canyon sound pipes- Mechanical
blueprint.

Chaco Canyon sound pipes– Color schematic
blueprint.

Chaco Canyon sound pipes – Electrical and
operational detail blueprint.
The blueprint details wind currents passing
through the interior of the various size pipes
producing ambient sound variations.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Chaco Canyon sound pipes” – 5’ x 5’ graphite
drawing of sound pipes

This text was part of the original installation
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Sky View
Proposal for temporary exterior sculpture
“Sky View” is a blue nylon shelled Steel structure 15’ H x 8.5’ W
sculpture that could either be constructed on regular grounds or on a
concrete foundation, with supporting cables.
The sculpture accommodates one to three people at a time.
Through the top of the sculpture the viewers are given a 2’x 2’
view space in which to perceive the sky. There a perception of
an ever-changing canvas takes place of daytime and nighttime
star and constellation movements. The outer walls of the
sculpture are constructed of nylon in order to keep pace with the
rhythms of the wind patterns. Sound is also altered in
accordance with the shape of the structure and the way wind
passes through the structure.
In the piece, a sense of isolationism is established in order to call
importance to the 2’ x 2’ space. The structure is about that space and
its consistent change, which exists, in the controlled environment of
the 15 ft. walls.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Sky View”-concept

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Sky View”-concept
“Sky View”- Mechanical blueprint.

“Sky View”- Color schematic blueprint.

“Sky View”- physical detail blueprint.
The print details wind currents passing through
structure and the types of patters that would
ripple through the nylon face.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Sky View” – 5’ x 5’ graphite drawing side view and a
detail of side of sculpture and the viewpoint one might have from the base looking up into the sky

This text was part of the original installation
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Pinwheels Suspended by I – Beam
Proposal for Temporary Exterior Placement

The “Pinwheels Suspended by I – Beam” sculpture is a 17’ H x 11 ½” W
x 25’ L structure supporting 140 orange plastic pinwheels mounted on purple
and blue-green steel sheets. The sculpture is designed (to be installed) to an
existing building in a public space. The weight of the I-beam and the length
of the cable (from the top of the structure to the I – beam) structurally
suspend, stabilize and actually align all of the pinwheel plates.
Activated by the wing currents, the whole structure responds as the
pinwheels dictate the wind currents. At one time the whole surface could
take on different patterns of the wind current, and move at different speeds.
Each pinwheel is dotted with the color of the opposite adjoining plate
(i.e. orange pinwheel on blue-green plate is dotted purple and the adjoining
pinwheel on the purple plate is dotted blue-green).
When the pinwheels turn at full speed, a circular line of color is created by
the dot pattern to dictate the color of the opposite plate. This process
imposes a color transition between the now circular rotation of color, the
orange pinwheel and the opposing solid color background plate. The moving
pinwheels also create sound as the wind moves through the aerodynamic
body of the plastic shutters.
The “Pinwheel Suspended by I – Beam” sculpture dictates the environment;
it is about the lyrical movement of the wind. It is transformed from an
abstract to a visual understanding of wind (and it’s inconsistency) and the
sound it creates. The suspended I- beam creates a sense of curiosity and
suspense with the viewer.
Basically, the piece would always be moving day and night. It could be
lighted at the base so that the piece would also be visible at night.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”/ “Pinwheels suspended by I-Beam”- concept

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Pinwheels suspended by I-Beam”- concept

“Pinwheels suspended by I-Beam”- Mechanical
blueprint.

“Pinwheels suspended by I-Beam”- Color
schematic blueprint.

“Pinwheels suspended by I-Beam”- Electrical
and operational blueprint.
Details possible rotation patterns that might
develop on the surface as the pinwheels respond
to wind patterns. The speed of the spin of the
pinwheels would also very much depend on the
velocity of the winds blowing across the
sculpture’s face. Also depicted is the possible
rotation pattern of the suspended I- Beam.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”/ “Pinwheels suspended by I-Beam”- concept

This text was part of the original installation
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Awaiting Armageddon
Proposal for temporary sculpture for interior placement
“Awaiting Armageddon” a 16’H x 8’ W x 8’ D sculpture consisting of an
upper square stock steel frame shrouded in a painted black canvas shell.
Inside of the structure a consistently running color television screen
mounted atop a clear Plexiglas chair. Opposing the chair sits a 4’ stack of
newspapers surrounded by a gas tube, which is lighted to create a circle of
fire.
The entrance to the structure is 6’ H x 17” W and inside the structure a
2’ W circular walk space is allowed for the viewer to pass between the
television screen and the fire. The narrow entry and the controlled walk
space between the glowing light sources inside the 16’ black walls create a
sense of suspense and a temporary stoppage of time as the viewer tries to
focus on walking through the space.
The sculpture is a commentary on contemporary society that is media
driven and conveys a sense of void that is created by media. The size of
the narrow structure illustrates the narrowness of society’s perceptions
today defined by the powerful impact of media. The structure would run or
exist as long as the viewer interacted with it.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Awaiting Armageddon”- concept

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Awaiting Armageddon”– concept

“Awaiting Armageddon”- Mechanical
blueprint.

“Awaiting Armageddon”- Color schematic
blueprint.

“Awaiting Armageddon”- Electrical and
operational blueprint. Detail of walk space
allowed for the viewer, the monitor and gas fire
tubing.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Awaiting Armageddon”– 5’ x 5’ graphite drawing
interior of concept

This text was part of the original installation
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Bread loaf 4
Proposal for temporary sculpture for exterior placement

“Bread loaf 4” is a kinetic out door environmental sculpture to be placed on a
concrete base and or a grass area or on a concrete area. The sculpture would
occupy 5’6” H x 4”W x 27’ L area. The structure is equipped with a spring system
that, after being activated would perpetually move.
Primarily, either the wind or the viewer would initially activate the structure. The
caste iron bread loaf at the rear of the structure symbolizes a fictitious counter –
weight. The structure would be brightly painted with xylol – based paint; some
colors would dictate other natural color in the environment, while the fluorescent
orange beam would tend to levitate (float in space) separately from the rest of the
structure (because of color intensity).
After being activated the whole structure would horizontally vibrate (resonate) in
space. The large weight mass could be activated by the slightest touch.
This movement process, combined with the vibrancy of the orange beam would
create a phenomenon by which time would seem to freeze for an instant as the
viewer was to interact with it. Mechanically, the structure works with properties
of tension and compression and a simple rotation system.
The sculpture would be in constant vibration day and night. At night it would be
lighted from the ground area, giving it the appearance of a beam floating in space.

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Bread loaf 4”– concept

Installation: ARC “A World Translucent to Our Likeness”- “Bread loaf 4”concept
“Bread loaf 4”Mechanical
blueprint.

“Bread loaf 4”Color schematic
blueprint.

“Bread loaf 4”Electrical and
operational
blueprint.

